
SAMPLE MARKETING PLAN 

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  Note that the Executive Summary should be written af-
ter completion of the Marketing Plan. Also, note that you must show references as per APA 
referencing. If in doubt as to how to do this talk to staff at WIN.  This marketing plan shows 
how to follow the template in the text Fig 2.2, page 65. This template must be used. 

FreeRiders, Inc. is one of the leading specialty mountain bike design and manufacturing firms in 
the world, and caters to professional cyclists, primarily in the mountain bike/extreme sport sub-
category. Despite its reputation as a leader in competitive cycling, FreeRiders receives the majori-
ty of its revenue through high-end mountain bike sales. Each FreeRiders bicycle is hand-made in 
the US in FreeRiders’ machine shop in Everett, Massachusetts, consistent with the FreeRiders 
mission to “produce high-quality custom, one of a kind bicycles in the USA… designed and 
manufactured by and for the professional road and extreme sport rider.” 

As a small company with fewer than twenty full-time employees and a host of freelance and 
part-time help, FreeRiders, Inc. is faced with strong competition in the category from larger bike 
manufacturers who, in recent years, have increased their advertising and PR budgets by an esti-
mated seventy-five percent, and offset their costs by pushing production overseas. 

Economic pressures due to inflated production costs and competitors’ increased market share 
have lead FreeRiders to re-assess its goals for the future. This new strategic plan will unfold in 
several phases and include a 9-month-to-market new product line extension, a five year plan to 
increase revenue to between two and five million, and a long term plan to ensure the company’s 
viability ten years and beyond. 

II. ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

FreeRiders, Inc is a small, independently owned company founded in 1999. Of the fifteen full-
time employees at the company’s headquarters, four key employees will be instrumental in carry-
ing out this marketing plan. The key players include: Bryce Andersen III, a former American Cy-
cling Team member, who retired from the sport in 1992 and worked as a usability and safety con-
sultant in the cycling industry before joining FreeRiders as the National Sales Manager in 2001; 
Sandra O’Day, CFO; Noah McDougall, Marketing Manager; and Lisa Bavin, Production and De-
sign Manager. 

A. The Marketing Environment 

1. Competitive Forces. It is estimated that over 2000 companies worldwide manufacture 
bicycles and cycling related products for retail. Within that group, there are approximate-
ly 100 different brands available at retail at any given time. While the majority of the bi-
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cycles sold at retail are for either transportation or recreation, only about six percent are 
sold in the pro/luxury category. 

2. Economic Forces. While rising fuel costs may suggest a rise in bicycle expenditures, on 
the whole, consumers looking to save on transportation costs generally purchase ‘com-
fort’ bicycles at an average retail price of $350. Currently, FreeRiders’ models range from 
$1,500 up to $10,000. 

  Other economic forces include a shift in the high-end bicycle manufacturing industry 
toward outsourcing and overseas production, which thereby significantly decreases man-
ufacturing costs even with lower price tags at retail. 

3. Political Forces. As trade regulations are lifted in developing economies, nations such as 
China are providing lucrative incentives to US and European manufacturing firms. Free-
Riders’ firm commitment to handcrafted, locally produced bikes places them at a compet-
itive disadvantage with regard to manufacturing overseas. 

  Conversely, organizations such as Bikes Belong (www.bikesbelong.org), BikesPAC, 
a political action committee, and the American Bikes Coalition are working to raise 
awareness of bicycling. Lobbyists have asked Congress for laws and grants to build and 
maintain bicycle paths and bike lanes on major roads to make biking a safe and economi-
cal mode of transportation. 

4. Legal and Regulatory Forces. All FreeRiders’ bicycles and manufacturing facilities 
comply with EPA, OSHA and other government safety guidelines. There are no other 
regulatory or legal forces impacting FreeRiders’ operations at this time; however, steps 
must be taken to insulate the company from frivolous injury-related lawsuits as well as 
legitimate suits brought as a result of equipment failure. 

5. Technological Forces. Advances in CAD software, ultra-light, durable bike frame 
materials such as titanium and newer materials such as carbon fiber have allowed all bi-
cycle manufacturers to create a demand for faster, lighter, more durable and more aesthet-
ically appealing products. It is predicted that as the demand for these materials increases, 
the cost to source these materials will decrease. 

6. Sociocultural Forces. One potential competitive advantage for FreeRiders is their 
commitment to the “Hand-made in the USA" label. The affluent Baby-Boomer genera-
tion favors products considered to be ‘hand-crafted’, ‘socially responsible’ or ‘green.’ 
These same values can be seen passed down to the children and grandchildren of the 
Boomer generation: consumers in the teen to early 40’s demographic. The net result is an 
increase in potential new customers for FreeRiders’ products. 
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B. Target Markets. 

FreeRiders’ primary target market is male, age 16-35, professional racer/extreme sport moun-
tain biker. Secondary market includes affluent and athletic men, aged 20-45, who trend to-
ward premium and socially responsible brands. 

Since 1999, FreeRiders has positioned itself as a leader in the highly competitive bicycle 
manufacturing industry through superior design and rigorous performance standards. 

The FreeRiders brand also ranks in the high 90th percentile for all brands in the consumer 
sporting goods category with regard to best practices in social and environmental responsibil-
ity. In recent years, the FreeRiders secondary target market has expanded to include suburban, 
athletic women in the 35-45 demographic. While these new findings are promising for the 
company, they are currently only seen in the so-called “Blue State” regions of New England, 
California and the Pacific Northwest. 

At this time, FreeRiders’ bicycles are only available directly through the company and at 
select independent bicycle shops. 

C. Current Marketing Objectives and Performance. 

FreeRiders’ marketing strategy focuses primarily around events. These events serve two main 
functions: to raise brand awareness at the consumer level and to educate FreeRiders’ retailers 
on the features and benefits of the product. This strategy relies heavily on trade shows, athlete 
sponsorships, local cycling events and word of mouth. FreeRiders also focuses a large part of 
their PR efforts toward editorial coverage in trade and consumer cycling publications. 

FreeRiders became cash-positive in 2004 with sales at an all-time high of 1.3 million. In 
the years since, the company has seen slow, but steady decline in revenue. While a small por-
tion of this decline can be attributed to a decrease in consumer spending nationwide and in-
creased production and transportation costs, overall spending in the category nearly doubled 
in the years since. One of the biggest challenges the company faces is from FreeRiders’ 
largest competitor, VMS. VMS is currently leading the market due to high profile athlete 
sponsorships and consumer price. 

III. SWOT ANALYSIS 

A. Strengths 

1. The FreeRiders brand represents quality, customization, performance, style and re-
sponsible business practices both to its retailers and consumers. 
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2. As a small company, FreeRiders is able to communicate quickly and effectively, in 
person. An on-site manufacturing facility ensures not only a high level of quality control, 
but enables the company to react quickly, resulting in the fastest to-market in the catego-
ry. 

3. Since the company was founded in 1999, FreeRiders has seen no employee turnover. 
Employing freelance help on an as-needed basis has helped keep labor costs low, ensur-
ing better wages for all. 

4. FreeRiders values loyalty and maintaining strong relationships with its suppliers. This 
ensures continuity in quality, faster turn-around times and preferential pricing. 

5. A strong program of educational and promotional materials for its resellers provides 
excellent profit opportunities for FreeRiders and its retail partners. 

6. 68% of FreeRiders’ sales can be attributed to word of mouth, suggesting not only 
customer satisfaction, but also loyalty. 

B. Weaknesses 

1. With over 2000 bicycle and parts manufacturers world-wide, over 100 brands to choose 
from, and approximately 4800 specialty bike shops, not to mention the powerful ‘big 
box’ retailers in the US alone, the bicycle market is fully saturated. 

2. Consumers purchasing bicycles for recreational use spend on average $350.00-$500.00 
for a front suspension mountain or ‘comfort’ street bike. FreeRiders’ lowest priced full 
suspension mountain bicycle retails at $1,500. 

3. A highly specialized product line limits FreeRiders’ consumer base. 

4. FreeRiders’ commitment to small, independent resellers limits its ability to reach a wider 
audience through the ‘big box’ and chain sporting goods retailers. 

5. FreeRiders’ commitment to local manufacturing and locally sourced materials as opposed 
to outsourcing and going overseas results in higher production costs. 

6. Maintaining a small supplier base can pose problems if a supplier goes out of business or 
cannot deliver on promises. 

C. Opportunities 

1. The Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act—A Legacy for 
Users (SAFETEA-LU) has authorized $4 billion in new federal spending on bike paths 
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and trails in every state in the US. This program is expected to be complete by 2009, pro-
viding potential long-term demand. 

2. As public awareness of issues such as global warming and reducing carbon emissions 
grows and alternative fuel and hybrid automobiles become more mainstream, cycling 
may become more appealing as a mode of transportation for many urban and suburban 
dwellers. 

3. A backlash against outsourcing and offshoring may place more value on a product made 
in the USA. 

4. As the Baby-Boomer generation retires, they will have more free time for recreation. 
Increased interest in fitness as well as a preference for premium products at all price 
points (Starbucks, BMWs, Sub-Zero refrigerators, organic groceries) creates a demand 
for higher-end recreational and fitness ‘toys’. 

5. The children and grandchildren of the Boomer generation, despite having lower average 
incomes than their parents, share the same values of the Boomers: premium products, 
quality, and social responsibility. These values are reflected in higher spending on premi-
um or luxury goods. 

6. FreeRiders’ potential for growth via increased athlete sponsorships, product placement 
and increased co-branding opportunities is on the rise. The proliferation of cable and On-
Demand television networks, specifically in the lifestyle, sports and extreme sports cate-
gories, will provide more media opportunities not only to raise awareness of the sport, but 
offer valuable ‘eyeballs’ at televised cycling and extreme sport events as well as outdoor 
living programs. 

D. Threats 

1. While FreeRiders bikes can be purchased directly from its website, it relies on the 
retailers to sell consumers on the features that differentiate FreeRiders from the competi-
tion. As consumers trend more toward online shopping, the lack of personal selling op-
portunities could be detrimental to the business. 

2. Giant mega-retailers such as Wal-Mart have put increased pressure on suppliers to cut 
wholesale prices so they can offer the lowest price to consumer. As a result, consumers 
have become accustomed to artificially deflated prices. Many of these wholesalers must 
sacrifice quality or risk their bottom lines due to these deflationary forces. 
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3. An important part of FreeRiders’ marketing strategy is athlete endorsements. Doping 
scandals and other inappropriate behavior by these athletes can damage a sponsor's repu-
tation, regardless of whether or not their sponsored athlete was involved. 

4. Maintaining a small supplier base can pose problems if the supplier goes out of business 
or cannot deliver on promises. 

E. Matching Strengths to Opportunities/Converting Weaknesses and Threats. 

1. FreeRiders should consider extending its product line to include lower priced bikes to 
reach a wider, but aspirational market with the goal of up-selling customers to premium 
models in the future. 

2. FreeRiders must develop contingency plans in the event a supplier cannot deliver on 
promises. This contingency plan may include sourcing some parts from factories over-
seas. 

3. The marketing team should invest in more grassroots and viral campaigns to create buzz 
about the company and its products rather than rely on expensive and potentially damag-
ing relationships with individual athletes. 

4. The company must establish a comprehensive educational program aimed at educating 
consumers on the many benefits of cycling including fuel cost savings, and environmen-
tal and health effects. This program should also provide consumers with access to infor-
mation about local cycling clubs and events, outsourcing and overseas production includ-
ing loss of jobs at home, inhumane working conditions, etc. Advocacy groups such as 
BikesPAC and Bikes Belong present opportunities for loyal consumers to help spread the 
word about the FreeRiders’ product. 

IV. MARKETING OBJECTIVES 

FreeRiders’ primary goal is to introduce a product appealing to a younger and more broad con-
sumer base. Research has shown the brand to be desirable to a younger, predominantly male au-
dience. The largest barriers to enter this market are price and distribution. It would be counterpro-
ductive and seriously damaging to the brand to introduce a product that compromises FreeRiders’ 
core values of quality, performance and ethical business practices. As such, FreeRiders must push 
its designers and supply chain to create an affordable bicycle consistent with the brand’s values. 

In the past 9 months, FreeRiders’ primary competitor, VMS, has introduced three new bicy-
cles priced far below any of FreeRiders’ current offerings. While the FreeRiders product line re-
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mains at the top of the consumer’s list for quality and desirability, the competitor’s lower prices 
and extravagant marketing campaigns pose a serious threat to the company. FreeRiders must 
come to market with a competitively priced mountain bike within the next four to six months to 
prevent VMS from becoming entrenched in this valuable demographic. FreeRiders’ small size 
and agility pose no barriers with regard to speed to market; however, measures must be taken 
when cutting manufacturing costs to produce this lower-priced bike. By strategically offshoring 
the production of some non-structural components, scaling back some aesthetic features, such as 
paint, graphics and custom accessories, FreeRiders will be able to release this new product within 
the six to nine month window. 

For the initial release of the product, FreeRiders will participate in local events throughout the 
US and Canada to raise awareness of this new bike. A key component to this local strategy will be 
a design contest aimed at creating a personal relationship between FreeRiders and its new con-
sumers. Consumers will be given an opportunity to name and design the logo for this new bike. 
To encourage this new target’s loyalty to FreeRiders’ existing retail partners, a FreeRide program 
will be offered to each bike shop. The shops will be provided advertising materials and a Free-
Riders representative to customize the event to their demographic. Shops will receive between 
five and fifty of the new bikes for their customers to try. Customers will be given an opportunity 
to provide feedback and ideas for future line extensions as well to promote a ‘by us, for us’ com-
munity. Concurrent with the FreeRide events, a contest to name this new bike will be held. The 
winner of the contest will not only have their design on the new bike, but will receive five free 
bicycles to pass along to friends as well as an opportunity to participate in promotional events for 
the new product. The newly named bike will be released within two months of the unnamed 
“First Edition” bike. 

It will be important for FreeRiders to fully disclose that this new product will not be entirely 
made from US-sourced parts. Part of the awareness program will feature and informational book-
let about where and how the new bike is produced as well as links to other like minded companies 
appealing to this market. Potential co-branding opportunities exist with companies such as Simple 
shoes, Kodak, Timberland, Green Mountain Coffee and Method. 

Additional promotions and events will run concurrent with the FreeRide campaign aimed at 
preserving the current relationship the company has with its Baby-Boomer premium bicycle mar-
ket. These events will heavily reinforce the company’s message of “Made in the USA”, perfor-
mance, quality and environmental responsibility. A customer loyalty card program will also be 
introduced to customers who purchase the premium bikes. This loyalty program will offer special 
pricing, invitation-only events and pre-sales of new products. 

V. MARKETING STRATEGIES 
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A. Target Market(s) 

Target Market 1: Generation X & Y.  
Particular focus on the late teen early 20’s male, college student. 

Target Market 2: Independent specialty bicycle retailers.  

Target Market 3: Baby-Boomers, male and female with gross income of $100k plus. 

Target Market 4: Larger upscale chain sporting goods stores such as REI, Dick’s and GI 
Joe’s (WA) 
Develop a limited product line of lower priced bikes for these stores. 

Target Market 5: Independent bicycle partners in Europe, Japan and Australia. 
Within the next three years, FreeRiders will create relationships with 
retailers in key overseas markets. 

Target Market 5: Professional cyclists. 
A small sales division of the company should be developed to handle 
this highly specialized market. 

B. Marketing Mix 

1. Product Mix. FreeRiders markets custom bikes for professional cyclists as well as 
premium mountain bicycles for the biking enthusiast. Quality, customization, business 
ethics and speed to market are among FreeRiders’ key product attributes. A new product 
line extension will include a bike for the Gen X and Y target market. This new product 
will remain true to the key attributes of all FreeRiders’ products, but will be offered at a 
lower price point. 

2. Price. All FreeRiders’ products are at the top of the price scale for the category. At the pro 
level, a custom bike can range between $5,000 and $10,000, depending on materials and 
special features. Prices for premium consumer mountain bikes begin at $1,500, retail. 
FreeRiders’ new entry-level line will be offered at a competitive price of $350-$425. 

  FreeRiders’ retailers may not set their own prices or participate in unauthorized sales 
of the product. FreeRiders will work with each retail partner at wholesale to ensure a fair 
profit for the store. Keeping retail prices consistent ensures a fair price to consumer and 
discourages price wars between its valued partners. As transportation and material costs 
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fluctuate, FreeRiders locks in prices with its suppliers one to three years in advance to 
stabilize prices. 

3. Distribution. FreeRiders distributes its products through a BYOB (Build Your Own Bike) 
section on its website. Each BYOB transaction is followed up by either an email or tele-
phone correspondence with the customer and the design/sales teams. Products are 
shipped to customers in the North America via UPS, FedEx, DHL or similar shipping 
firms. When practical, FreeRiders ships web orders from its local partners to customers in 
their area. For European, Pacific Rim and South American sales, FreeRiders has a rela-
tionship with a sporting goods broker specializing in international commerce. FreeRiders 
bikes may also be purchased through select independent bike shops. FreeRiders is com-
mitted to a personal selling approach and values its retailers as partners in the business, 
providing extensive educational and informational support to each retailer. FreeRiders 
currently only has bike shop partners in the US, Canada and one in Mexico City, Mexico. 
Within the next 3 years, FreeRiders hopes to have retail partners in Japan, Australia, and 
throughout the EU. 

4. Promotion. While the foundation of FreeRiders’ promotional strategy has been events, 
local grass roots marketing, sponsorships and editorial features in trade and bike enthusi-
ast publications, media will play an important role moving forward. Cable, On-Demand 
and web programming will provide countless opportunities to promote the product. Free-
Riders sponsored and branded televised sporting events, product placement on lifestyle 
cable programs, and co-branding will increase awareness and bring new consumers to the 
brand. FreeRiders will also work with local and national organizations to promote cycling 
as a healthy, economical and environmentally responsible activity, both for recreation and 
transportation. 

VI. MARKETING IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Marketing Organization 

FreeRiders serves the following market categories: Professional Cyclist, Retailer and Con-
sumer. Currently, the Consumer marketing is handled locally via retailers and FreeRiders’ 
local consultants. The Consumer marketing division is overseen by the Marketing Manager 
with assistance from the Production and Design Manager. The Pro and Retailer markets are 
primarily served by the National Sales Manager. While this personal approach is effective in 
all markets, and should be preserved going forward, more structure will be needed to reach 
FreeRiders’ expanded targets. 
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A sub-division of the specialty markets will be created and overseen by Mr. Andersen, 
still in the role of National Sales Manager. Initially, this sub-division will be staffed by re-
gional consultants on a contract and or freelance basis. Within five years, this division should 
expand to include regional FreeRiders offices for the B2B segment, overseen by a Director of 
B2B Sales (position to be created). A dedicated “Pro Shop” office will be created to manage 
the small, but highly specialized Pro Cyclist market. As a nod to FreeRiders’ roots, Mr. An-
dersen will run this division of the company. It may become necessary at this time for Mr. 
Andersen to step down as National Sales Manger and dedicate his full efforts to the Pro Shop. 
A search for a new National Sales Manager will be conducted at that time. 

The immediate goal for the Consumer division is to bring to market a new competitively 
priced entry-level product. Under the five-year plan, the Consumer division will continue its 
commitment to bringing to market high quality mountain bikes at several price points. The 
Marketing Manager and the Production and Design Manager will work together to provide 
consistent product and associated messaging for each line extension. The Consumer division 
will continue to employ local consultants in every region throughout North America and will 
expand its presence to Europe and the Pacific Rim. 

B. Activities, Responsibility, and Timetable for Completion 

Phase One 

Product Line Extension: Entry Level Bike. 

1. R&D: Stage 1 
Gather data on younger, less affluent market. 
Persons responsible: Marketing Manager/Marketing Team 
Target completion date: November 15. 

2. R&D: Stage 2 
Create fully functional prototype based on initial research. 
Person responsible: Production and Design Manger. 
Target completion date: January 1. 

3. Testing 
Test prototype in the field for desirability, price, etc. 
Persons Responsible: Marketing Manager/Marketing Team 
Target completion date: February 15. 

4. Product Launch 
Bring first production run to market for FreeRide events. 
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Persons Responsible: Marketing Manager/Marketing Team, Manufacturing and National 
Sales Manager. 
Target completion date: April 1. 

5. Official In-Store 
Deliver pre-sales of ‘Limited Edition’ unnamed bike to retail. 
Person Responsible: Manufacturing 
Target completion date: May 31. 

6. First Audit/ Evaluation 
Person Responsible: CFO 
Target completion date: July 27. 

7. Official Release of Contest-Named Bike 
Person Responsible: Marketing Manager 
Target completion date: August 15. 

Phase Two 

Five-Year Expansion Plan 

Using sales and market data from Phase One activities, the company will embark on a five-
year plan to increase revenue to between two and five million. There is no official timeline 
for completion of this plan, as it is dependant on the results of Phase One, however, the fol-
lowing milestones have been created. 

1. Specialty Markets Division 
Create an interim Specialty Markets Division to oversee the sales and marketing to Free-
Riders’ B2B, Pro Shop and Global markets. 
Persons Responsible: National Sales Manager, Human Resources. 
Target Completion Date: 8 months following the new product line introduction. 

2. B2B Division 
A specialized B2B Division will be created to manage relationships with retailers world-
wide. 
Person Responsible: Director of B2B Sales (position to be created). 
Target Completion Date: Within one year of proven results in the Specialty Markets Divi-
sion. 

3. Talent Search for new National Sales Manager 
Person Responsible: Human Resources 
Target Completion Date: To coincide with the development of the Pro Shop Division. 
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4. Pro Shop Division 
A specialized Pro Shop Division will be created to manage relationships with profession-
al cyclists. 
Person Responsible: Bryce Anderson 
Target Completion Date: Upon hiring of new National Sales Manager. 

5. Consumer Division – Product Extensions 
Ongoing R&D with a goal of one new product extension per year for the first two years 
and two new extensions per year for each year going forward. 
Persons Responsible: Marketing Manager and Production and Design Manager. 
Target Completion Date: Ongoing 

6. Global Markets Expansion. 
Establish sales and marketing teams in key global markets and create European, Asian 
and South American regional sales offices. 
Persons Responsible: Global Marketing Manager, Global Sales Manager (positions to be 
created) 
Target Completion Date: Ongoing, with significant infrastructure by year three. 

VII. EVALUATION AND CONTROL 

A. Performance Standards and Financial Control 

The importance of this new line extension to FreeRiders’ success as well as the current finan-
cial state of the company leave little room for overages and delays. It is necessary for each 
department to carefully monitor and report expenditures to the Marketing Manager in an ac-
curate and timely manner. The Marketing Manager will report directly to the CFO on a week-
ly basis and is responsible for collecting all financial information from each department in-
volved in the project. Due to the quick turn around time on this project, the Marketing Man-
ager must report to the CFO all overages-real or anticipated-as soon as they come up. Addi-
tional spending may only be authorized by the CFO. 

Each department will be given a budget to research, design, test, market, pre-sell and de-
liver the new product. The total budget for the project will be $300,000 with a 10% contin-
gency. Overhead, including salaried labor, are not included in this budget. 

The budget breaks down as follows: 

R&D/Marketing: $33,000. 
Includes street research, consultants and pre-sales to retail. 
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R&D/Design: $40,000. 
Includes design, prototypes, patent registration, materials, safety testing and revi-
sions. 

Legal & Professional Fees: $20,000 

Promotion: $27,000 
Includes street teams, PR events and contests, advertising and educational materials 
for resale partners. 

Manufacturing demo models: $180,000 
Includes the manufacture and delivery of 600 demo models. 

Fifty percent of the project will be funded through a short-term equity loan against the 
company's current assets. It is anticipated that revenue from pre-sales will allow the company 
to pay off this loan within the first payment period. The remaining cost for the introduction of 
this new product will be distributed over a five-month period. 

B. Monitoring Procedures 

To assess the effectiveness of this new product launch, a careful analysis of the company's 
performance versus the marketing plan objectives will be conducted throughout the develop-
ment stages of the project and one month after the projected product release date. Additional 
monitoring procedures will be put in place to assess the success of the new product as well as 
identify product extensions within the category. Finally, the company will conduct an audit of 
all its products and activities every fiscal quarter to ensure adherence to the short-term prod-
uct goals outlined in this marketing plan as well as the five and ten year plans.


